
Curse of the Crimson Throne Session Summary – June 14, 2009 

 

Attendance 

• Chris (Malcolm the fighter) exults in all his new-found coupon-laden glory.  We all go dine at a 

discount rate as a result of his munificence. 

• Paul (the DM) and Ernest (Annata the priestess) swap gay dance-club stories.  They really do 

have something for everyone there. 

• Patrick (Thorndyke the Sable Company Marine) returns from England!  He has a long sad tale 

about how he lost his language and had to walk a lot.  Or maybe it was meant to be a positive 

story.  Either way, he’s back! 

• Ed (Cayen the Magnificent) introduces us to his brother James (Snu-Snu the barbarian), who is in 

town from Minnesota.  His largely snow-based anatomy threatens to melt away in the blazing 

Austin sun.  He joins us for this session and plays Snu-Snu.  As she is Cayen’s girlfriend as well as 

cohort, this both amuses us and makes them uncomfortable. 

Should Auld Acquaintance Be Forgot 

Thorndyke returns to the group! He’s been busy resistance-fighting elsewhere, and perhaps 

appearing as local masked vigilante Blackjack to give hope to loyal Korvosans.  At least that’s what we 

tell ourselves.  Annata welcomes him and returns the magic holy sword Serith-Tial to him, with a 

lingering look of regret.  She chopped many a devil head off last time with it.  Malcolm greets him with a 

hearty embrace but then blurts out, “I’m a straight fighter!  Emphasis on the straight!”  Cayen and Snu-

Snu eye each other, and the rest of the group, warily. 

Thanks to our actions, the city of Korvosa is in the hands of the good guys and the Queen’s 

agents are underground.  We decide we should return to Castle Korvosa, where the Queen and her 

minions are holed up and still consider themselves large and in charge, for another kill-fest.  We don’t 

bother to wear disguises this time; in fact Thorndyke dresses up as Blackjack for the occasion.  No more 

skulking around!  We intend to liberate the city and bring the Queen to justice. 

We wind walk in, invisibly, to the roof of the castle, intending to insert from there.  Annata casts 

conviction on herself and Thorndyke to boost their saves.   As we alight, a voice whispers to Malcolm.  

“Save me…  I’m in the game room…”   He shares this with the party, who all cry out “Trap!” 

simultaneously.   

Look who's on TV, Mama... It's the Debil. 

We check out the attic and the castle’s towers.  Much of it is storage; we find tar, grain, wool…  

“Maybe they’re constructing tar-wool-grain golems!” ventures Annata.  The others are dubious.  We go 

to the top of the southwest tower, bust through a locked door, and charge out atop the battlement.  



This gets the attention of a nearby horned devil, which invisibly flaps over from another tower to the 

east.  Luckily, Malcolm can see invisible with his Red Mantis helmet and gibbers an obscenity-laden 

warning.  Annata sets off the lantern of revealing to trigger an invisibility purge.  Everyone can see the 

huge bat-winged devil now, which causes quite a stir.   

 

It’s Worse Than We Thought – It Plays The Accordion! 

The devil flies up to our tower and lashes out at Annata with its spiked chain.  Malcolm grabs 

Annata and pulls her back through the tower door in order to force the devil to come over close to the 

tower where we can get at it.  Cayen the bard drums to inspire courage in us.  Thorndyke attacks with 

Serith-Tial but the blade rebounds from the devil’s armor.  It tries to power attack him with its chain in 

response, but misses as well! 

Snu-Snu goes into a barbarian rage but steps back to wait for the devil to approach.  Annata 

activates her prayer bead of karma and channels holy energy by raising up her holy symbol, injuring the 

devil only slightly.   

Thorndyke moves up and gets in a full attack with Serith-Tial and his offhand light mace.  He crits 

with Serith-Tial in rapier form, sticking it right in the devil’s ear!  It hisses in pain.  Malcolm moves up and 

swings but misses.  Mavrocharis the devil (we got his name in our intelligence briefing from the captured 

Sabine Merrin last time) unloads a full attack on Thorndyke, hitting with his spiked chain again and 

again.   

Then, Snu-Snu moves in and smashes the devil’s teeth in with her earthbreaker!  It loses its bite 

attack as a result.  (Go go critical hit deck!)  And she also crits with her klar. Mavrocharis is displeased. 

Annata unloads with a holy smite and quickened channeling!  The devil is left smoldering and 

smoking, on the edge of death.  Thorndyke follows up with a vicious hit from Serith-Tial that leaves the 



devil open to attacks of opportunity from Malcolm and Snu-Snu.  Between the three of them they pound 

it into paste.  Devil paste.   

Besides a large adamantine spiked chain, Mavrocharis had a magic ring of invisibility.  We are all 

disappointed that the invisibility wasn’t an innate ability.  Annata says, “Maybe he could turn invisible 

himself too but just wanted to wear some expensive bling!”  Thorndyke takes the ring to help in his new 

job as Blackjack.  He gives his ring of minor fire resistance to Snu-Snu.   

Annata asks Thorndyke what his first act as Blackjack will be, assuming we take down the 

Queen.  Malcolm chips in with a suggestion about liberating Old Korvosa from the Arkonas.  “How do 

you feel about labor unions?” asks Annata.  “I’m for them!” says Thorndyke.  “Shhhh!” says everyone 

else.  (Unions are very illegal in Korvosa.) 

Flowers In The Attic 

As we go through the main attic, Malcolm hears the whispering voice summoning him to the 

game room again.  This time, however, he notices a Red Mantis assassin trailing us.  Apparently the 

voice he’s been hearing has been less “magic” and more “sneaking up close and whispering.”  He 

cuddles up to Annata and whispers “Red Mantis!”  She whispers back, “So do you want me to invisibility 

purge or should we set an ambush or…”  “DIE!” yells Malcolm as he charges the assassin. He crits her 

with the heavy flail, knocking her prone in the bargain.  Snu-Snu runs over and murderizes the critically 

wounded assassin, and she disappears in a puddle of goo. 

We find a janitor’s closet with a sorghum broom and a lice-infested mattress, and a pigeonry 

with a bunch of dead pigeons.  Annata complains about how unkempt this is.  “Isn’t the Queen Lawful 

Evil?  You’d think she’d hire an evil janitor or something!”  Malcolm baits her with, “Well, this is why 

women shouldn’t be in charge of things.”  Everyone bickers while we sweep and clear. 

We get through an arcane lock out to the top of the next tower, which features a Sable 

Company guardpost and, as it turns out, is the highest point in Korvosa.  Malcolm gleefully pees out the 

window.  Annata comforts Thorndyke, saying “Don’t worry, the Sable Company will rise again!”  We find 

a bag of fingers the horned devil used for snacking.  Cayen asks Annata if we should take it and bury 

them, but she says that loose fingers are usually more of a janitorial issue. 

We investigate a junk-filled room.  We know there’s another door in here from the map we 

have, but it’s covered with crates.  We clear them away and go into the hidden room.  It’s a dusty but 

otherwise comfy little apartment.  There is a glass cabinet full of collected card decks.  A melted stone 

trap door is in the floor.  There’s a scratching from the east wall.  Malcolm goes and listens and hears a 

voice saying “Free me…”  It says its name is Fenster.  Thorndyke finds a cleverly hidden secret door in the 

east wall.  Cayen says, “There was a rumor that King Eodred has a deformed brother named Fenster…”  

Annata detects evil, but doesn’t feel any.  Thorndyke opens the door.  It’s a little room with a table with 

a Harrow deck on it.  As we walk in, the air grows cold.  A ghost forms from a cloud of mist, resembling a 

man with horns on his brow.  It’s Fenster Arabasti!  He whispers, “Bring me my bones… They rot so far 

below… I can help you if you bring me my bones…”  He fades away.  Thorndyke objects, “Be more 



specific!  We’re on the roof, everything in the whole castle is far below!  And there’s a lot of bones lying 

around in evil castles!”  Cayen makes a good observation - that these bones would be distinctive 

because they’d have horns associated with them.  “And that’s why we have a bard in our party!” exults 

Annata. 

Zellara, our Varisian spirit guide who lives in a deck of Harrow cards (see Chapter One), reaches 

out to Annata with her empathic link.  She can sense where the bones lie – below the castle, in the 

ancient Thassilonian dungeon below.   She encourages us to get his bones, because she detects 

“powerful fate magic” here.  We leap into action!   

As we have a good castle map, we work our way easily down into the dungeon by following 

secret stairwells.  The last stairwell leads into a large circular room.  Zellara guides us through the 

ancient labyrinth; she can sense where the bones are.  We pass through what used to be the Korvosan 

treasury – but it’s totally looted.  Everyone staggers around, weeping.  “All that beautiful treasure!  

GONE!!!” cries Malcolm.  Cayen lies weakly on the ground, scrabbling at the odd lost coin.  Thorndyke’s 

mewling echoes through the chamber.  Annata rolls her eyes. 

Then we go through the crypt containing all the royalty of Korvosa.  Thorndyke notices each 

sarcophagus has been recently opened.  Apparently the Queen has looted all the dead guys too.   

Annata says a prayer to Sarenrae and opens Eodred II’s coffin to see if she took the bodies as well for 

some demented reason.  The corpse is there, and, surprisingly, there are dead stirges stuck in with the 

corpse.  (Eodred has been known as the Stirge King).  Apparently in addition to being a possessed 

whore-queen, she has a sense of humor.  Isn’t that special.  We move on. 

Then our spirit guide leads us to a newly bricked-in wall.  Annata says, “Come on Snu-Snu, girl 

power!”  The barbarian pulls down the brick wall.  We find a still-stinking corpse with horns within.  

Apparently he was killed recently, as in during the Queen’s brief reign.  Malcolm and Annata gather up 

the bones and we head all the way up to the roof. 

When we bring the bones back up to the attic room, the ghost forms more completely.  He sadly 

says that the Queen seduced him and got him to help poison his brother, the King!  Annata feels less 

sorry for him and cancels her “raise dead” plans.  He says the Queen is planning to bathe in a pool at the 

Sunken Queen to seek eternal life.  Apparently she’ll use the blood she’s taken from all the citizenry for 

some ritual that will then kill the whole city!!! 

The ghost says we should seek out his mother’s tower, the southernmost one – he says Ileosa 

spends a lot of time there and gets inspiration from it. 

Who’s Up For Strip Poker? 

Fenster offers us the grace of the spirit world.  Many have died lately in Korvosa, so there are a 

lot of spirits to draw from.  He says if he and Zellara join their powers then they will be super Voltron 

cool and form one big Harrow deck of intense power.  But there will be bad spirits in it too, so we might 

expect some bad draws.  “Deck of many things!!!” we yell.  Annata asks Zellara if she is down with this 

plan, and she responds that she feels it is her fate.   Good enough!  



Zellara and Fenster manifest into ghostly forms together and the two decks of cards fly around 

and the cards glow and all kinds of special effects happen.  A single deck is left once the smoke clears, 

and the spirits empathically inform us that we each get up to 4 draws.  And the spirits plan to help us 

and give us a free redraw if we jack it up too bad.  Nice! 

Cayen wants three cards!  He draws The Tyrant – he is to be enslaved by a powerful evil.  He 

quickly petitions the spirits to redraw!  Next, he pulls The Cyclone, and a Huge air elemental manifests; 

he has to fight it alone in some pocket dimension.  He finds himself standing on a boulder floating in an 

endless sky.  The elemental flies up and slams him twice, apparently with “Yo momma’s so fat” jokes.  

Cayen casts hold monster, but it’s immune to paralysis.  It attacks him more.  He finally charms it, and 

uses his magical helm to speak to it in Auran.  It yields and returns him to our plane.  He reappears to us 

bruised and with his hair wildly mussed.  Everyone starts revising the number of cards they planned to 

draw. 

Thorndyke says, “Let me take a card, so we all have a chance of burning the whupass cards.”  He 

declares four draws, and pulls a Foreign Trader.  An otherworldly merchant appears.  It offers him any 

magical treasure in exchange for years from his life.  And at a 10k gold piece value per age category he 

progresses!  He declines this generous offer.  He draws “Uprising,” and thirteen peasants appear.  They 

pledge allegiance to Thorndyke.  He now has thirteen unruly, accident-prone, level 1 commoner 

followers.  He is pleased.  Very pleased. 

Cayen draws another card, The Snakebite.  He becomes Lawful Neutral (he was Chaotic Neutral).  

We suspect that his barbarian girlfriend Snu-Snu is going to think he’s become a real dick soon.   

Malcolm cries out, “I’m in for three!”  He draws The Keep.  An earth elemental appears and asks 

where Malcolm wants his new castle to be constructed.  He wants to think on it.  The surly elemental 

gives him an hour to decide, muttering something about “union rules.” 

Cayen draws The Publican.  He’s not sure what it did, but from our knowledge of Harrow we 

think it should be beneficial in some way.  He checks inside his trousers to see if something there 

changed, but everything’s still the same.  That’s his last card!   

Thorndyke draws The Tangled Briar.  There is no immediate effect.  It looks bad, though.  Then 

he draws The Inquisitor.  He gains a one-time ability to force another creature to answer a question 

truthfully.  Annata counsels him to use it on the Queen once we confront her with witnesses.  “So, are 

you really a devil possessed bitch-whore who killed your husband?”   

Snu-Snu only wants one card, and draws The Fiend.   No one wants to wait to figure out what 

this does, so she redraws, and draws The Lost.  She can never gain another barbarian level.  We all 

console her, but figure if she’s going to make it work with Cayden she’ll need to switch to fighter 

anyway.  The compromises we women make for our men…   

Annata is in for three, and first she draws The Juggler.  She gets +2 to any 2 stats, but then has to 

swap them.  She boosts her CHA and WIS, which are identical already!  She is now wiser and pretter.   



Next she draws The Survivor – she doesn’t know this, but the next time she’s killed, she’ll immediately 

be raised and returned to full hit points!  And then, to cap it off, she pulls The Empty Throne.  There is 

no apparent immediate effect, but somewhere not too far away, the documents showing that the 

orphan Annata Vieri actually comes from noble blood lands on someone’s desk, along with a inheritance 

of 25,000 gp.  Pretty people are so lucky! 

Malcolm draws The Feathered Serpent.  It offers him a single wish.  He wishes for land 

surrounding his keep, and chooses a place for the keep from his previous draw– out where his Korvosan 

Guard regiment used to patrol, near the border with the Shoanti.  Then finally he draws The Wanderer.  

The DM pores over his character sheet for a while.  His cinder wolf cloak glows and becomes a cloak of 

protection +4!  Nice. 

We are happy, since no one’s face has been melted.  Man, a deck of many things is so old 

school. 

Zellara appears to us once more.  She smiles at each of us and gives Annata a little ectoplasmic 

kiss, and then fades off to the afterlife for good.  Annata says a little prayer for her, and notes to the 

group that Sarenrae even takes Varisians.  Malcolm decides Sarenrae is the goddess of racism and 

commences to bug the hell out of Annata.  He is in rare form this week. 

Mama, You Say Everything Is The Debil! 

Thorndyke tells his thirteen rowdy new servants to stay quiet and come along.  As we head back 

down into the main attic, Mavrocharis the horned devil is standing there waiting for us!  He has been 

mysteriously returned to life to attack Thorndyke by his The Tangled Briar draw.  We are displeased. 

Cayen, whose new nickname is “Butterface,” retreats behind… everyone else, and casts haste.  

The devil closes in on Thorndyke and beats him with his spiked chain.  Snu-Snu rages and charges it.  So 

does Annata; she gets hit on the way in.  Malcolm moves up and hits it with a devastating blow, making 

Mavrocharis see stars. 

Cayen inspires courage.  The devil kicks in his fear aura and lays into Thorndyke.  Annata fires off 

a bunch of attacks with a flashing sun maneuver and crits the devil once and starts him bleeding.  

Malcolm, sadly, misses entirely.  Thorndyke whacks it a couple times with Serith-Tial and his mace, and 

rends!  The devil is bleeding like a stuck pig.   

Cayden plays a dirge to the devil’s doom as we all Rodney King it.  Mavrocharis tries to beat on 

Thorndyke, but between the dirge and his new head injury all he gets in is a bite.  Snu-Snu hacks at the 

critically wounded devil.  Annata gives Sarenrae the glory of the kill-shot and sunlight bathes the devil in 

holy energy, burning it to the ground.  The thirteen peasants are ordered to clean up the burning 

pentagram of ashes.  “There’s cleaning supplies over in that closet!  And don’t get lice!” 



Hentai Corner 

We decide to go check out Mommy’s Tower.  It is described, oddly, as a “tower shack.”  (All 

together now: “is a little old place where/We can get together…”)  We open the arcane locked door with 

a chime of opening.  It’s an empty room, but the ceiling detects as magic, and Annata identifies it as a 

phase door.  She casts silence and Malcolm chops through the stone with an adamantine weapon. 

In the room revealed by our tunneling, there’s a big bookcase and a black leather-bound book 

on a desk.  As we check it out, a giant ethereal worm beast floats in through the wall…  It has a toofy 

maw on its head, and on its tail there are three humanoid heads with lashing tongues.  “Eeeeewww!” 

we all exclaim.  It speaks telepathically into our minds, and says “You must not be allowed to touch the 

contract!”  Then it attacks. 

Annata channels energy and casts blessing of the righteous, making everyone’s weapons holy.  

The devil-worm hisses and attacks her with a bite and three tongues!  Two tongues hit and grapple the 

cleric.  One tongue whips around her throat and chokes her, preventing her from casting spells, and the 

other constricts around her torso.  She feels like a Japanese schoolgirl. 

Thorndyke rips into it with Serith-Tial.  Cayen kicks in a dirge of doom, but it’s unclear who it’s 

for.  Malcolm attacks as Annata channels energy again.  The devil-worm turns ethereal, taking Annata 

with it!  Its tongues wrap around her firmly and the worm’s maw latches onto her, sucking her blood.  

Malcolm mentally files this whole scene away for later.   

Thorndyke heads over to the black book and holds Serith-Tial threateningly over it.  “Come back 

here or I’ll destroy it!” he yells.  The devil pauses only to call him a fool before returning its attention to 

Annata.  Snu-Snu swings at the devil but her weapons pass through it.  Cayen tries to grease Annata but 

his spell can’t affect her since she’s on the ethereal plane.  Malcolm wildly rips pages from the black 

book but the worm-devil doesn’t seem to care. 

Annata tries to divine surge and hit the beast with her scimitar, but misses.  Its skin is obscenely 

thick.  She channels positive energy wildly, giving the devil only light burns.  Malcolm, Thorndyke, and 

Snu-Snu try everything they can think of to hurt the devil but nothing can affect it in its ethereal haven. 

“When you go to meet your goddess, tell her you were destroyed by Semignato, Lord of the 

Bloody Quicksands!” the worm hisses at Annata.   “Mmmph!” she replies.  It writhes, moving its tongues 

in and out…  Never mind. 

The rest of the party looks on helplessly as Annata struggles translucently in the worm’s grasp 

before them.  She tries to hit the devil with her scimitar in vain.  It squeeeezes her with all its tongues.  

Cayden inspires greatness on Annata and Malcolm.  Annata wriggles and fights but the worm 

relentlessly abuses all her orifices.  She wounds it fairly badly, between a couple critical hits with her 

scimitar and continually bathing both of them in holy energy, but eventually she succumbs.  She falls 

unconscious and goes limp as her life drains away.  And then her Deck of Many Things draw kicks in!  

Annata materializes, healthy and unharmed, back in the room!  She huddles on the floor, trying to get 

her bearings.  Semignato flees, wriggling off into the ether, threatening to kill us all later.  We all hope 



the bleeding crits Annata inflicted on it suffice to kill it eventually.  Annata gathers herself together; the 

memory of humiliation seems oddly like a dream now that she’s completely healed. 

We search the room and find: 

• Scroll of Greater Planar Ally   

• Scroll of Greater Planar Binding 

• Scroll of Etherealness 

• 2 scrolls of Binding 

• Scroll of Banishment 

• Scroll of Plane Shift 

• Scroll of Gate 

The now-ripped black book is called “Truths of the Sihedron” and Ileosa had been making notes in it.  

She’s obsessed with the Runelord of Lust, and something called the Everdawn Pool.  Samples of blood 

and a ritual using the pool, located in the Sunken Queen (a swamp in Varisia), will infuse a person with 

eternal youth. 

On the top shelf of the bookcase inside an invisible scroll tube lies a scroll written in Infernal.  Cayen 

translates.  It’s the “contract” between Semignato and Ileosa.  It binds him and Mavrocharis, two barbed 

devils, and the erinyes to Ileosa’s service, all of whom we’ve killed.  And there’s also something bound 

into the Queen herself – “the traitor Zanzenaria.”  The terms of the contract demand:  

1.  Support and preparation for some unnamed devil badass 

2. Developing Korvosa for infernal use 

We don’t think destroying the contract will help, and can’t figure out a way to make her violate its 

terms (the requirements on her are pretty vague).  It is proof of her trafficking with devils, which is nice.   

She Mates, Then She Kills! 

We’re not sure what to make of all this.  We think about leaving, but we realize we’re feeling pretty 

good still.  We peek into the Grand Salon to scope it out.  It’s all purty, as you would expect a royal salon 

to be.  We quietly scope it out.  We don’t see anything, naturally. 

A scarred woman in Red Mantis armor slides down a hanging silk.  She stares at Cayen.  She says, 

“Do you believe in love at first sight?”  Cayen freaks out and casts dominate person on her.  It succeeds!  

He asks her what she’s up to.  She says “I just wanted to talk to you!  I’ve known nothing but death and 

power all my life…  And you are sooo hot…”  Snu-Snu is not sure what’s going on but she doesn’t like it.  

(We find out later from the DM that it’s due to his Deck of Many Things draw kicking in.)  Luckily, a 



bunch more Red Mantis leap down from the ceiling (using feather fall) and attack in perfect flanking 

positions around Cayen and Snu-Snu.   

Annata tries to magically blind one before they get to act, but fails, and they stab stab stab at our 

heroes.  Cayen gets it from two Red Mantis flanking him.  Snu-snu gets stabbed too.  Malcolm fends off 

two of them.  Thorndyke rips into one Mantis, felling it.  Malcolm cracks another in the knee and 

executes him.  Cayen backs out of his flanked position, squealing.  His new girlfriend, Kayltanya, murders 

one of her former Mantis-mates.  Annata divine surges and kills one as well.  There’s only one remaining 

Mantis and it attacks Cayen fearlessly.   We all dogpile on him so he won’t disappear like the dead ones, 

because we want to loot him.  He has: 

• +1 leather armor (red) 

• 2 masterwork sawtooth sabres 

• 4 daggers 

• Mantis mask 

• Cloak of resistance +1 

Which is useful as a Red Mantis disguise, if nothing else.  We strip and bind him.  We figure he’s 

good proof that the Queen has been dealing with the Mantis as well.  Bitch is going down! 

Cayen talks to his new charmed killer girlfriend and gets a long backstory about how she killed her 

sisters to get ahead in life, and got recruited by the Mantis.  She spends a lot of time in the Crimson 

Citadel, the Red Mantis HQ which is on Mediogalti Isle (not in our zip code).  But she’s here to serve the 

Queen.  She repeatedly declares her boundless love for Cayen.   Between his alignment change, this new 

development, and Ed’s brother playing Snu-Snu, we are waiting for this to overflow into violence at any 

moment.  

Denouement 

We extract from the castle via word of recall!  And advance to 15
th

 level.  Next session is the 

campaign finale.  Death or glory! 


